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Abstract. Robots in human facing environments will move alongside
human beings. This movement has both functional and expressive mean-
ing and plays a crucial role in human perception of robots. Secondarily,
how the robot is controlled – through methods like movement or pro-
gramming and drivers like oneself or an algorithm – factors into human
perceptions. This paper outlines the use of an embodied movement in-
stallation, “The Loop”, to understand perceptions generated between
humans and various technological agents, including a NAO robot and a
virtual avatar. Participants were questioned about their perceptions of
control in the various agents. Initial results with human subjects demon-
strate an increased likelihood to rate a robot and a robotic shadow as al-
gorithmically controlled, versus a human performer and a human-shaped
VR avatar which were more likely rated as human actor controlled or split
between algorithm/human actor. Participants also showed a tendency to
rate their own performance in the exercise as needing improvement. Qual-
itative data, collected in the form of text and drawings, was open-ended
and abstract. Drawings of humans and geometric shapes frequently ap-
peared, as did the words “mirror”, “movement”, and variations on the
word “awareness”.
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1 Introduction

As humans continuously welcome new forms of technology into their quotidian
experience, the mysterious intricacies of how those technologies affect their lived,
embodied experience, and resulting actions, is a question for researchers and
artists. In many cases, perceptions of robots varied based on cultural context
as well as previous exposures to robots in media [3, 4]. As that media-based,
disembodied experience is supplanted with daily life experience alongside robots,
perceptions will change. Moreover, an understanding of how humans perceive
robots requires multiple contexts of interaction, social influence from others,
and knowledge of humans’ own perception of self.
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The SoftBank NAO, a widely-used humanoid [35], has numerous applica-
tions in education and socialization for children [12], including in autism re-
search [36]. Further research has examined the effects of NAO’s motion [14] and
conversational capacity [19] on human interactions with the robot, showing that
non-verbal cues enhance interaction with the NAO.

Previous researchers have used a Kinect in conjunction with a robot to track
human movement in an interactive environment. This has occurred in research
detecting elderly adults for elder care [26] as well as in robot teleoperation [11,
32]. Researchers have also employed virtual reality and mixed reality systems to
teleoperate robots [42, 34]. The overarching methodology in these teleoperation
systems is to map ranges and poses of human movement onto robot actions,
outlining rules of translation, limits, and parameters (such as speed).

There will be an estimated 82 million virtual reality (VR) headset users
worldwide by 2020 [21]. In contrast, there will be an estimated 1.68 billion TV
users by 2021 [37]. Therefore virtual reality remains a relatively novel technol-
ogy for most people. Virtual reality has applications in stroke rehabilitation [23]
and K-12 instruction [28] as well as entertainment and gaming. Many of these
applications involve virtual characters, or facsimiles of humans in VR, that play
pivotal roles in the content and scenarios of the simulation, thus defining the
user experience. Earlier work towards building expressive virtual characters has
remarked upon the importance of emotion, non-verbal communication, and per-
sonality in virtual characters, not only speech-based communication [41]. Trust of
virtual characters may vary based on previous exposures to VR and other forms
of virtual characters. Additionally, theory that people generally treat comput-
ers as social actors [33] supports the notion that VR users may themselves be
emotionally affected by the VR environments they engage with [7].

Embodied interaction with various technologies like VR is also highlighted as
a pedagogical strategy. Immersive simulations were used to teach students about
science and understand their misconceptions about the field [25]. An immersive
VR environment was used to teach physics - the sensation of presence and gesture
control (increased embodiment in learning) led to better retention of certain
types of knowledge when used during the encoding phase [18, 16, 17]. Several
embodied learning studies show that the body plays a critical role in thinking,
reasoning, and retention [1].

Embodied dyadic interactions which share similar behavior patterning have
been shown to increase positive arousal and valence in different contexts, such
as a mother and infant [38], structured argument pairings [22], childhood play-
groups [5] and opposite-sex romantic dates [13]. Tendency towards similarity
may be conscious or conscious as seen in [8]. Embodied dyadic interactions fre-
quently appear in dance and dance therapy. In one study, posture sharing, or
intentioned dyadic movement mirroring, was found to increase positive assess-
ments of self-performance and pair performance [30, 2]. The “mirror game” is
a form of an improvised dyadic interaction between two movers, often dancers,
without a leader. The two parties stand facing one another and attempt to re-
main synchronized in their motion. Mirror games between dancers, improvisers,
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and musicians without leaders have been shown to create more complex, novel
motion than those with a clearly defined leader [31].

Humans have a demonstrated tendency towards behaving in a manner which
increases or maintains positive self-evaluation [40]. Additional studies have shown
that this effect increases when in proximity to others (social comparison) and
when comparing ones own performance in one field or task towards another
(dimensional comparison) [39].

In [27] and [24], we see that human interaction with technology can often
lead to frustration. [6] outlines how this frustration develops based on prior
experiences, psychological characteristics, and social systems, and often occurs
when user expectation does not match interaction outcome. In the case of moving
robots, an intentional design of movement that takes into consideration the end
user’s past characteristics could lead to an interactive experience that matches
user expectation, and thus is less frustrating.

Many dance historians see the study of dance as a critical aspect of human
anthropology [20]. Dance frequently appears in social interaction across cultures,
as a method of signaling adulthood (for example, during quinceaneras - [9]),
passing down folktales (a frequent practice for Native American tribes [29]),
and selecting a romantic partner (in the case of high school students [15]. The
socialness of dance is further evidenced by the common pairing of dance and live
music, creating interactions between the dancers and the musicians (whether in
performance or at recreational events).

An early version of “The Loop”, an interactive, embodied installation, was
outlined in [10]. The instantiation in this paper modifies and builds upon that
earlier work towards the question on understanding how humans perceive robots
and how moving tasks with robots versus computer-based tasks with robots alter
human perceptions of the robots in question. Section 2 discusses the artistic
themes and research questions explored; Section 3 explains the user study design;
Section 4 presents the results; and Section 5 summarizes the work.

2 Artistic and Research Motivation

Artistic themes and research motivations were initially outlined in [10] and are
extended for context below. “The Loop” is a subsection of “Time to Compile”,
a collaboration between an artist and a robotics lab. The three central themes
of “Time to Compile” are the following:

– Are humans becoming more robot-like? Humans’ rich subjectivity and sus-
ceptibility to change renders them more likely to alter their behaviors and
interactions when working with machines. Machines are less dynamic in this
capacity and therefore, less likely to change quickly.

– The hidden human network. While various novel technologies possess an
inherent mysticism for the uninitiated user, all machines and technologies
are built by human beings. Unmasking this network is central to the piece.
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– Time to Compile. The vastly different compile times for a short dance versus
a computer program reveal the human experience of working across disci-
plines and bodies, as well as the frustration that may occur when relying on
a tool, such as a machine, rather than one’s own bodily functionality.

In addition to these three central themes, “The Loop” was designed for this
instantiation with additional research questions in mind: How does a movement-
based task with a robot differ than a programming-based task with a robot?
What are the perceptions of control for each? Finally, how does self-evaluation
change based on the degree to which a task is embodied? In posing these ques-
tions, the installation was a symbiotic research and artistic initiative, allowing
each to inform the textures and experiences of the other.

The design elements of “Time to Compile” include live dance, text, music,
projection, film, and props. “The Loop” experience shared similar elements and
was designed to feel abstract, continuous, meditative, and welcoming. The music,
ushers, lighting, and verbal instructions purposely supported these sentiments.
For example, the usher noted “There is no right or wrong way to do this. Simply
make choices when you are unsure of what to do.”

3 Study Structure

The study structure was as follows: Study participants were told that an artistic
installation and experiment was open for a fixed time block. They were invited
to arrive at their leisure and participate. Once study participants arrived, they
filled out a consent form and were instructed to wait in an area outside the
installation. One by one, they were guided by an usher to five stations, where
they were prompted to “Follow the motion of the agent you see in front of you.”
They interacted at each station for 50 seconds, prompted by the beginning and
ending of an amplified musical track. In some cases, they could see the next
stations, and in other cases, the station was hidden from view. A minimum
of one and a maximum of five participants could be in the installation at one
time. The agents at each station are listed below with the controlling element
described in italics, Figure 1 shows the structure.

– Station 1: A NAO robot. The NAO robot performed a repeated loop of pre-
programmed movements through the software program Choregraphe.

– Station 2: A video projection of a NAO robot, at larger scale. The screen was
roughly 7 feet high, making the projected shadow roughly six feet tall. The
video projection was a pre-recorded video of the same movement sequence
from Station 1.

– Station 3: An HTC VIVE headset broadcasting a virtual avatar in the shape
of a person. The VR avatar’s movement was controlled by a Microsoft Kinect
positioned to capture the Station 4 participant’s movement.

– Station 4: A moving human performer (“Performer 1”). Performer 1 watched
a live Skype feed from the moving participant at Station 2 and attempted to
copy the Station 2 participant as closely as possible. Performer 1 occasionally
improvised movement when the Skype connection was poor.
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Fig. 1: “The Loop” station agents and their relevant software. The installation
was spread across three rooms. In order, each station was separated by a wall,
though Stations 1 and 3 were in the same room. The solid connecting line
shows a dynamic, live connection between Stations 3 and 4.

Station 5 differed from the other stations: participants were invited to draw
a picture of their experience. At the end of all five stations, participants then
filled out a survey with the following question for each station: “At the (station
number) station, what do you think was motivating the movement of the (agent
in motion - for example, at Station 1 it would have been “robot”)? (Select more
than one if you would like.)”

4 Results

There were 19 total participants. The experience lasted roughly 10 minutes for
each participant. Each participant completed a survey and a drawing; the survey
and drawing were not paired together with the participant number. Over half
the time, participants rated the NAO and shadow of the NAO at Stations 1 and
2 as being algorithmically controlled. Performer 1 was most frequently rated as
being controlled by a human actor. The VR avatar was split between human
and algorithm in terms of control.

It is noteworthy that at all of the stations, human actor and automated al-
gorithm appeared in the highest and second highest positions. Additional work
is necessary to understand if this distribution occurred because participants be-
lieve the human actor may be working in conjunction with or as the creator of
the algorithm, or if participants were undecided or mystified between the two.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of responses at each station. In actuality, the
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NAO and shadow of the NAO at Stations 1 and 2 were controlled by a prere-
corded algorithm designed and programmed by an artist. The VR avatar and
human performer in Stations 3 and 4 were live elements controlled by the other
participants as well as Performer 1’s movement interpretation and influence.

Fig. 2: Perceptions of control for the agents at each station. Each participant
selected an average of 1.17 choices at each station. Station 3 (VR avatar) and
Station 5 (drawing) each garnered 24 responses, all other stations garnered 21.
The values shown in this graph are on a 100 point scale - computed by dividing
the number of times a particular response appeared by the total number of
checked responses for that station. These choices were discerned by
participants who did not know the structure of the installation but could
interpret based on what they were seeing at each station.

Samples of the drawings from Station 5 are highlighted in Figure 3. The draw-
ings provided a opportunity for creative, qualitative feedback that may provide
further insight into the subconscious aspects of the participant’s experience. Hu-
man shapes appeared in 16 of the 19 drawings. 3 of the 19 drawings featured
arrows pointing between different human shapes, alluding to the connections
between the different stations. An additional 3 drawings showed humans with
smiling expressions, while 4 drawings featured humans with confused or frown-
ing expressions. This may be linked to participants’ feedback that the exercise
was challenging, or that the “movements were sometimes hard to follow”. Figure
4 highlights attributes of the drawings.

In written responses to the prompt “Write a few sentences about your expe-
rience”, 11 of the 19 participants used words like “difficult” and “challenging”.
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Fig. 3: A sampling of participants’ drawings from Station 5. On the left, a
human figure is suspended in an grid of varying lines. In the center, pathways
are drawn between moving humans and others. On the right, a human mover is
shown with a disembodied shadow of themselves or another. As a group, they
all illustrate recognition of connectedness and relationship the external world.

Many of them also compared the stations to one another or tried to rank them
in terms of difficulty. This monitoring of self-performance was unexpected and
provokes additional questions about frustration when interacting with technol-
ogy in general, whether through computer-based or movement-based exercises.
The social aspects of the exercise – such as occasionally being able to see other
participants moving, presence of ushers, and interaction with other participants
as mediated through the loop-like structure – may have led to additional feelings
of self-evaluation or wanting to appear skillful in front of others.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an instantiation of “The Loop”, an embodied in-
teractive art installation, with a formalized experiment structure. Participants
were more likely to rate the NAO robot and the shadow of the NAO robot as
being controlled by algorithms, whereas they were more likely to rate Performer
1 being controlled by a human actor and the VR avatar as a split between both.
Participants drew detailed pictures of humans, connections, and similar postures
in their pictures. Self-assessment was frequent during the exercise, despite the
open, non-competitive prompting.

In future work, we will conduct more experiments asking about the perceived
difficulty of each station to understand why participants frequently see an ab-
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Fig. 4: This table shows frequently illustrated features of the participants’
drawings. Humans appeared most often, while elements like arrows and
windows illustrate a desire to understand the underlying structure of the
installation and connections between participants.

stract movement task through the lens of success or failure. We also aim to test
whether other types of robots, with more or less humanoid features as the NAO,
will result in similar perceptions of control. Further experiments will probe how
embodied exercises with robots generate feelings of empowerment or belittlement
for participants, as contrasted with a computer or programming-based task.
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